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The presence of speckle noise in the synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) images severely restricts the application of the coherent 
images. Speckle noise is generated by the coherent processing of 
radar signals. During the past two decades, many speckle reduction 
techniques have been developed for removing speckle. An ideal 
algorithm should smooth the speckle without blurred edges and fine 
detail. But most algorithms cannot satisfy these two demands very 
well. 
Most of the standard algorithms use a defined filter window to 
estimate the local statistical properties of SAR image. Generally, it 
could reduce speckle level in homogeneous areas. But the images is 
either blurred or over smoothed due to losses in detail in non-
homogenous areas like edges or lines, so that there solution of the 
images is reduced, some subtle details are hidden and understanding 
the images becomes very hard. 
For reducing speckle noise from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), 
we describe the basic purpose and significance of speckle smoothing 
algorithm for SAR images. The history of the speckle reduction is 
introduced briefly. And also give a presentation of the ground 
conditions of the areas imaged. Based on principle of coherent 
speckle noise being generated, we described how the speckle formed in 
detail. Its statistic mathematic model is be analyzed and its 
probability-density function; statistics of attribute, mathematics of 
attribute are given. These are the fundamental properties of speckle 
in SAR images. To compare speckle smoothing algorithms quantitatively, 
a set of performance criteria is discussed.  














parts. The contributions of each part are: 
Realize and analyze several well-known speckle filtering 
algorithms, such as lee filtering algorithms, Enhanced Lee filtering 
algorithms, wavelet soft threshold filtering algorithms, maximum a 
posteriori Probability filtering algorithms, etc. The concept of each 
filtering algorithm is discussed in detail. 
This paper describes MAP (Maximum a Posteriori Probability) 
filtering in detail. After that a new method called Edge_map filter 
is proposed. The experiment results show that the image edges are 
retained with the method and the speckle is removed effectively. 
Finally we discuss this new speckle smoothing algorithms 
quantitatively. 
A new method with isotropic diffusion algorithm which is based 
on anisotropic diffusion equation for MSTAR speckle reduction is 
proposed. With the local statistics values, it provides anisotropic 
diffusion in the heterogeneous area and fast isotropic diffusion in 
the homogeneous area. Thus, it can get the favorite target area image 
quickly. After image preprocessing, we perform image segmentation by 
means of self-organizing feature map neural network. In our 
experiment, this method proved good performance in reducing speckle 
noise in MSTAR images and work excellent for image segmentation. 
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由于合成孔径雷达工作在微波波段(波长：1 cm ～1m )，而大气分子对电磁波的































































































(Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition Recognition，简称MSTAR)计
划，面向系统的远距离分辨率自动目标识别计划(System-Oriented HRR 
Automatic Recognition Program，简称SHARP)和自动目标识别算法并行实现
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比较著名的滤波器包括 Lee 滤波(J S Lee，1980)
[8]
，Kuan 滤波(D T  Kuan，
1987)
[9]
，Frost 滤波(V S Frost，1982)
[10]







































































第一章  概述了论文的课题研究背景以及 SAR 图像斑点噪声抑制在 SAR 图
像处理中的重要性，回顾了国内外斑点噪声抑制的研究现状， 后给出了本文
研究的主要内容。 


















第三章  介绍并实现了基于统计估计理论的 Lee 滤波算法及其增强算法、
小波域的相干斑滤波算法、SRAD 算法等经典 SAR 图像斑点噪声抑制方法，先后
介绍了它们的数学模型、各自的特点对算法进行原理说明、性能分析和优缺点
对比。另外，还探讨了 SAR 图像噪声抑制的评价标准。 
第四章  重点研究了 大后验概率(MAP)算法及其增强算法，提出了一种引
入梯度信息判定噪声区域的 MAP 图像斑点噪声滤波算法，并对提出的方法进行
了验证。 
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